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-- The Value of Your Business is the Sum Total of its Deals --

Deal World Rule #4 – Use Deal Maps to See the Deal Landscape
Ernest Shackleton, Robert Scott, and Roald Amundsen were among the great
explorers of the modern world. Armed with their passion, knowledge, and tools, these
intrepid souls boldly ventured into the unknown, in search of great rewards, yet keenly
aware that tragedy might befall them instead.
Deals are like expeditions. Dealmakers are the explorers. We embark on a journey into
new territory, relying on our passion, knowledge, and tools in the hope of reaching our
business goals, yet recognizing that the risk of a bad deal is ever present.
One critical tool that explorers use is a map.
Dealmakers should use them too. A deal
map allows you to see where you are within
the whole landscape in relation to the
desired destination.
Maps clarify and
simplify complex terrain. Where are you
now? Where is the destination? What risks &
obstacles lie in the way? How can they best
be navigated? Are you on the best course?
You should start with a deal map based on
what you know at the outset, and add
detail as you uncover it during the
expedition. This will help you in the deal,
and it will foster greater knowledge transfer
and retention beyond the deal.
A picture is worth a million words. Just as it’s
better to show than to tell, a deal map is
superior to the old memo. Memos may have their place in certain situations, but deal
maps should also be added to your toolbox.
This Deal World Rule #4 is about seeing the whole landscape. When you can see what
you are doing, in context, you have deeper understanding that makes you more
effective at achieving better results.
How do you map your deals? Do you do it in a visual way that allows you to see the
whole? Do you fill in the deal landscape with more detail as you move forward? If so,
congratulations. If not, start today. Check out a sample deal map on the next page.
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Risk Rating

Also need back up short form
content library

Needs to be developed by creating
affiliate network

Standard for-breach provisions

Big Media proposes a 1-year term.

Cool Co to get content back after exclusivity period.

Cool Content to exclusively license to Big Media.

Direct damages limited to trailing 6 months amounts pad by Big Media.

LOL

Restrictive Covenants

No Consequentials

Cool Co must balance the likelihood that it could link up with another market
leader during the coming year on better terms against the difficulty of
regaining its lost clients if the Big Media Deal doesn't pan out.

Cool Co has little leverage to negotiate out of bad deal terms.

Uncertainty about renewal and Cool Co viability in the market after the 1year term.

If the remaining 25% of the $5 million is not paid to Cool Co, the financial
situation could change significantly.

Big Media demands that Cool Co be exclusive with Big Media.

WAITLLPUPS

Whole Value

Risk Intelligence

Money & Costs

Service Levels

Red Flag Dates and Milestones

One-Dimensional Deal - Cool Co is putting all of its eggs in one basket.

Must notify existing clients upon effective termination date
by contract.

See Contract

See options

High to Medium Risk

See spreadsheet

Standard content calendar timely delivery.

Add one or more options for multiple years with financial escalators.

Carve out limited areas of exclusivity.

Grandfather some or all exisitng clients.

Kill the exclusivity.

Go fish - Explore Big Media's goals and concerns.

Exit Strategy

Termination

Term

User Rights

Ownership

Red Flags

Key Terms

Length

IP

Options to Improve Offer
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Content Deal/Cool Co
and Big Media

Deal Money

Responsibility

Deal Overview

Foundation

Know these elements going into the
Negotiation. These elements are key to
achieving your desired destination.

Payment

Expenses

$

Big Media intends to promote content via its channels but cannot
promise in writing.

Continue to create Cool Content.

Big Media proposes $5 million. 75% guaranteed ($3.75 million). The remainder is
discretionary based on various proposed factors.

Increased overhead to Cool Co of $100,000. Margins remain at 25%.

Revenue up $1.5 million (assuming entire $5 million is paid). Taking into account
overhead and margins, this translates to a $275,000 increase in profits.

Theirs

Ours

Various projects throughout the term, largely determined by Big Media.

Big Media to promote the content through its channels. No specifics as
to how this will be accomplished.

Cool Co may not be able to break into or stay in the "big leagues" without
Big Media's help.

Cool Co wants to become a global player in the content creation world,
but is concerned that it will be locked up with this one company and the
various issues that could result, both long and short term.

Terminate existing contracts once this deal is signed.

Cool Co would lose its current clients under this deal since it must be
exclusive with Big Media.

Cool Co would be tied to Big Media for the 1-year term and reliant upon Big
Media's relationships to further Cool Co goals.

Bank documents (covenants)

Current vendor deals

Cool Co is a start up - needs traction to get to the next level.

Develop other content purchase options with other big alliance partners.

Overall, the opportunity cost for not doing the deal, however, is not high.

Keep grinding away to acquire and retain clients. Slow growth formula.

Significant deal for Cool Co with a major player in the Media World to help
Cool Co become a global player in the content creation world.

Big Media wants to Cool Co content and
distribution.

Cool Co wants to become a global "player" in content creation on a broader level and
in a growing market.

Other Side: Big Media

Our Client: Cool Co

Deliverables

Services

Key Emotions

Sequencing

Relationships

Key Documents

Important History

Strategy Used

Leverage BATNA

Deal Vision

Goals

Players

